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fifth perused no other kind of newspaper. Effortless absorp-
tion and eye appeal—in terms of garish captions, big type
and comics—characterized the tabloid, plus unblushing ex-
ploitation of news involving lust and violence and sexy pho-
tographs. The principal exception was Manhattan's PM,
started in June, 1940, a liberal tabloid eschewing advertise-
ments in its early years and using sensational methods to stir
interest in political and social reforms.
Explicit proof of the visual-mindedness and (according1
to some) the immaturity of the mass mind lay in the doub-
ling between 1930 and 1940 of the newspaper space given to
comics and pictures* The former now seemed a misnomer,
for among the one and a half billion copies of cartoon strips
circulated weekly at the decade's end, a very large proportion
made no claim to humor but spun endless adventure yarns
like "Tarzan," "Terry and the Pirates/* "Superman" and
"Little Orphan Annie/* So vast was the demand that, apart
from serialization in the press, some eighteen million comic
books were sold monthly in the early forties upon news
stands, an estimated half of them to adults.
The growing stress upon photography led to technical im-
provements, notably for transmitting pictures by wire and
radio, with color facsimile added in 1937* Upon the eve of
the Second World War these developments had spread to
vast areas of the great globe itself. A still more vital advance,
affecting not only the press and radio but also brokerage
offices, air lines needing constant weather reports, and other
enterprises, was the teletypewriter or writing telephone,
bought by American Telephone and Telegraph interests in
1930 and henceforth widely adopted*
The syndicated public-affairs columnist, little known a
generation before, filled an average of two and a half columns
in the metropolitan press by 1940, to be joined upon the
brink of the Second World War by the military expert.
These autocrats of the breakfast table sought to clarify the
thickening complexity of the news and pierce the dark shad-

